1- Reading Comprehension Assessment Directions: Read the passage. Then answer the questions below.

Carly’s Family

Carly’s Family Carly has a large family. She lives with four people. Carly also has two pets.

Carly’s mom is a doctor. Carly’s mom works at the hospital. Carly’s mom helps people who are sick. Carly’s dad works at home. Carly’s dad cooks for the family.

Carly’s dad drives the kids to soccer practice. Carly has two brothers. James is ten years old.

Scott is fourteen years old. Carly has two pets. Jinx is a small, black cat. Diego is a large, brown dog. Carly loves her family!

1) How many people are in Carly's family?

A- Four  
B- Five  
C- Six
2) Carly’s mom works at the

A- restaurant  
B- mall  
C- hospital  

3) This passage is mostly about Carly's

A- Family  
B- Pets  
C- soccer team  

4) Which of the following is most likely true?

A) Carly's mom coaches the soccer team.  
B) James is the best soccer player in the family.  
C) Jinx and Diego are part of Carly's family.  

5) The oldest brother in Carly's family is

A- James  
B- Scott  
C- Diego

2- **Comparatives** – exercises (MATCH)

- Clean Better  
- Cold Bigger  
- Slow Cleaner  
- Large Colder  
- Pretty Happier  
- Happy Hotter  
- Hot Larger  
- Big More beautiful  
- Thin More expensive  
- Beautiful Prettier  
- Expensive Slower  
- Good Thinner  
- Bad Worse
3- **Comparatives**

**Fill in the correct form of the comparison.**

1- Alan is---------- than Livia (tall)

2- Diana is---------- than Alan (old)

3- Livia is---------- than Diana (short)

4- Alan is---------- than Livia (heavy)

5- Livia is---------- than Diana (young)

6- Livia is---------- than Alan (intelligent)

7- Diana is---------- than Livia (beautiful)

8- Canada is---------- than Italy (big)

9- Spain is---------- than Canada (hot)
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